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At Island Stone, our goal has always been to offer
you unique and exciting products — products of
the highest quality that are designed to inspire.
We boast a wide range of original stone and glass tiles and are proud of the way our company and product lines have flourished. In
our ongoing dedication to state-of-the-art design, we are excited to announce our new natural stone products for 2012.
In our commitment to the cottage industry in Indonesia, Island Stone has worked to develop products in a sustainable and
conscientious manner. Our factories aim to minimize waste and we are always looking to create natural products that our clients
can feel good about. We take great pride in growing our company responsibly.
To our long term customers as well as new clients, thank you for your continued support and feedback. Our development is closely
tied to the response and direction you provide and we look forward to continuing to integrate your voice in creating inspirational
designs and ideas.
Sincerely
Chuck Heppner & Chris Hogoboom
Co-founders of Island Stone North America

islandstone.com
The most exciting tiles and claddings in the world
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Northernquest Casino and Resort > Medan Charcoal Pebbles with Sand & Custom Colour Linear Glass Blend > I3PC2, V1PC2, BG1

Native Earth Perfect Pebble > I3PN

01 >

>

pebble
series
The pebble series is Island Stone’s
original and largest range of tiles,
consisting of pebbles of the highest
quality and incorporating an extensive
array of colors and styles.
Crafted by nature, the stones are gathered from worldwide locations, carefully hand sorted for
color, then laid into our exclusive interlocking format to create an easy-to-install tile. As we own our
factories, we are able to maintain the quality of finished product to a consistently high standard.
With the Pebble Series our goal is to offer our customers a range of tiles to suit a myriad of
applications, both internal and external, with a standard of tile that will satisfy the most discerning
eye, and that will stand the test of time.
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French Tan Per fect Pebble > I3PF
Java Grey Perfect Pebble > I3PR
Medan Charcoal Stacked Pebble > V1PC
Medan Charcoal Perfect Pebble > I3PC
Poppy Seed Perfect Pebble > I3PY
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01 >

perfect pebble

> I3

Interlocking tile
12" x 12" x 0.5"
Pebble size > 1.5" - 3" *pz, pt, pg (larger)
Tile surface > Natural
Our original Perfect Pebble tile range is the first and finest
mesh-backed pebble tile in the world. Firmly established as
an international best-seller, it features our unique seamless
interlocking system and is available in an extensive range of
colors.
The stones are hand-sorted to ensure only the highest quality
pebbles are used. They are additionally cut and calibrated to
achieve an unparalleled consistency in size, color and flatness.

pebble borders

> b5, b4, b3

Interlocking tile
Pebble size > 0.8"-1.2"
Island Stone Pebble Borders are an incredibly versatile
decor item. Primarily designed for use with any ceramic or
solid stone tile, they also make an attractive feature when
used with contrasting colors or with other materials such
as concrete, brick and timber.

B5 >
3” x 12” Border

12 | Island Stone

B4 >
4” x 12” Border

B3 >
6” x 12” Border

Colors

PC >
Medan Charcoal

PF >
French Tan

PG >
Flores Green

PS >
Sumba Speckled

PT >
Maluku Tan

PZ >
Alpine

PA >
Black & Tan Mix

PN >
Native Earth Blend

PO >
Nightcaps

PX >
Sanur Mix

PY >
Poppy Seed

PK >
Rote' Red

PM >
Antique Timor White

PR >
Java Grey

PV >
Birds Egg

Blends
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14 | Island
French
Tan Absolute
Stone Pebble > GR1PF

01 >

absolute pebble

> GR1

Interlocking tile
12" x 12" x 0.5"
Pebble size > 1.2" - 1.8"
Tile surface > Natural
The mesmerising geometry and innate symmetry of Absolute
Pebble comes to life through our devotion to the selecting
and careful placement of only premier uniform pebbles.
An exhilarating design sure to reflect the perfection found in
nature.
Absolute marks another first by Island Stone in creative
design using natural materials.
An exceptional choice for areas where nothing short of a
perfect combination of size and shape is acceptable.

Colors

PC >
Medan Charcoal

PF >
French Tan

PM >
Antique Timor White

PR >
Java Grey
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16 | Bali
Tan
Island
Pebble
Stone> E3BT

01 >

bali pebble

> E3

Interlocking tile
12" x 12" x 0.5"
Pebble size > 1"- 3"
Tile surface > Natural

Bali Pebble offers an economical approach to using our
innovative pebble tile. This tile utilizes a slightly smaller grade
pebble, with a greater variability in stone hues and individual
pebble surface. This results in a slightly more random, rugged
but stunning surface.
Bali Pebble boasts an exceptionally tight weave of pebbles
and a seamless interlock. An ideal option for larger interior
and exterior areas alike, when price is part of the equation.

Colors

BB >
Bali Black

BT >
Bali Tan

BW >
Bali White
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18 | Island
French
Tan King
StonePebble Tile > I4PF

01 >

king pebble

> I4

Interlocking tile
16" x 16" x 0.5"
Pebble size > 3" - 5"
Tile surface > Natural
King Pebble is one of Island Stone's flagship tiles. Based on
the original Perfect Pebble tile, it uses a much larger and more
random shaped pebble to create a rugged, chunky look.
With its indoor/outdoor versatility, and large color palette, the
numerous applications for the King Pebble include entrance
ways and atriums, larger interior rooms and open-plan spaces,
feature walls, courtyard and patio areas, pools and more.
A unique look can also be achieved by contrasting the King
Pebble tile with other Island Stone products.

Colors

PC >
Medan Charcoal

PF >
French Tan

PG >
Flores Green

PK >
Rote' Red

PR >
Java Grey

PS >
Sumba Speckled

PT >
Maluku Tan

PX >
Sanur Mix

PM >
Antique Timor White
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20 | Island
French
Tan &Stone
Medan Charcoal Celestial Pebble > IB4CT

01 >

celestial pebble

> IB4

Interlocking tile
16" x 16" x 0.5"
Pebble size > (2" - 3"), (0.8" - 1.2")
Tile surface > Natural
Our stunning natural King Pebble surface is punctuated
by careful plaCement of small opposing colored pebbles
resulting in a stunning and unique design. An enlightening
look designed to transform any surface into a visually
stunning landscape.
For designers looking to incorporate a pebble surface
into a project, Celestial's combination of colors offers a
perfect solution for tying together different colors between
walls, floors or alternative surfaces.

Colors

> CB
Medan Charcoal & French Tan

> CG
Flores Green & Antique Timor White

> CT
French Tan & Medan Charcoal

> CW
Antique Timor White & Medan Charcoal
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22 | Island
Medan
Charcoal
StonePetite Pebble > IB3PC

01 >

petite pebble

> Ib3

Interlocking tile
12" x 12" x 0.5
Pebble size > .8" - 1.2"
Tile surface > Natural
Limitless possibilities abound using our smallest, hand
selected pebbles. The result is a distinctive surface composed
of a large number of pebbles within a small area.
Tightly weaved into interlocking tiles, our new Petite Pebble
tile creates a seamless surface offering unmatched intricate
detail and design.
The profound perfection of our Perfect Pebble offered in a
smaller pebble size.

Colors

PC >
Medan Charcoal

PM >
Antique Timor White
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24 | Island
Timor
WhiteStone
Stacked Pebble > V1PW

01 >

stacked pebble

> V1

Interlocking tile
6" x 12" x 1"
Pebble size > 2" x 0.75"
Tile surface > Natural
With the Stacked Pebble, Island Stone has taken
the Pebble tile in an exciting new direction, using
the side edge of the pebble as the feature profile,
rather than the flat face of the stone. Stack these
tiles on top of each other, then stand back and
admire the effect!
With their uniform horizontal appearance, and
varying pebble heights, our Stacked Pebble tiles
create a stylish contemporary look. Ideal for
water features, large area feature walls and a
host of other indoor and outdoor applications.

Colors

PC >
Medan Charcoal

PF >
French Tan

PW >
Antique Timor White
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26 | Island
Medan
Charcoal
StoneStrip Pebble > SP1PC

01 >

strip pebble

> SP1

Interlocking tile
12" x 10.75"
Pebble size: (2"-3") x 1.25"
Tile surface > Natural
Strip Pebble reflects the desire for modern designs using
natural materials. By cutting the stone in a longitude
direction, we create a fusion between the natural curved
personality of pebble and the dynamic geometrical appeal of
the directional cut.
In contrast to our vertical pebble line, with Strip Pebble,
individual pebbles are aligned in rows to create a distinctively
linear appearance.
Strip Pebble is a uniquely designed mosaic sure to create an
exclusive appeal to any surface.

Colors

PC >
Medan Charcoal

PF >
French Tan

PM >
Antique Timor White

PZ >
Alpine
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28 | Island
Copper
& TanStone
Basket Weave > MP1KF

04 >

basket weave

> MP1

Interlocking tile
12" x 11"
Stone size > 1” squares & 1.5“-2” pebbles
Tile surface > Combo
Basket Weave blends Island Stone’s classic mosaic
squares with our exclusive strip pebble designs
in a classic checkerboard pattern. The contrasting
dynamic of the natural pebble surface with the
precision cut squares creates an original artistic and
personable appeal.
The subtle yet distinctive nature of this design is one
of its integral characteristics. In a time when new tile
designs all to often demand a modern environment,
Basket Weave integrates easily, giving both classic
and modern interior design alike an original and
distinct look.
Basket Weave is offered in 3 stone/pebble
combinations designed to specifically cover the
white, dark and tan hues that dominate the natural
stone designs demanded by customers.

Colors

KB >
Silver & Black

KF >
Copper & Tan

KM >
White & White
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30 | Island
Medan
Charcoal
StoneFlat Cut Pebble > FP1PC

NEW
01 >

level pebble

> FP1

Interlocking tile
12" x 12" x 0.5"
Pebble size > 0.5" - 2.5"
Tile surface > Honed
Level Pebble meshes the aesthetic of our
Perfect Pebble with the flawless flat surface
of our Random tiles. It is the ideal solution for
customers who require a flatter surface, yet
desire the appearance of natural pebble.
Utilizing our original interlocking pattern, this
addition to our Pebble Series opens up a new
realm of surfacing possibilities.

Colors

PC >
Medan Charcoal

PF >
French Tan

PM >
Antique Timor White
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32 | island
Black
Basaltstone
Large Random Tile > I5MZ

02 >

>

random
series
As the name suggests, the
random series of tiles are made
from stones of random shapes
and sizes that have been melded
into an interlocking mosaic.
Combined with Island Stone's unique four-sided interlocking design, they create a natural,
near seamless look across any surface area.
Achieving this look requires the hand-selection and sorting of the stones, which are then
laid precisely into the interlocking pattern. So while the effect created is random, the
process followed to achieve this is anything but!
As with the Pebble Series, Island Stone is only able to produce such an intricately designed
tile to a consistent standard because we own our own factories, and have control of all
processes through to the finished product.
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34 | Island Stone

03

04

05

Tan Marble Large Random Tile > I5MX
Mixed Quartz Random Tile > I3QX
Beige Marble Large Random Tile > I5MB
Grey Marble Large Random Tile > I5MA
Forest Marble Mix Random Tile > I3FX
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02 >

random tile

> I3

Interlocking tile
12" x 12" x 0.5"
Stone size > 1" - 3"
Tile surface > Cut and tumbled
The Random tile, originally developed by Island Stone, brings
a unique and dramatic design statement to any space. The
look is of random shaped and sized stones flowing near
seamlessly across the chosen area.
The unique interlocking design makes it nearly impossible
to pick out where individual tiles start and stop. On a wall,
a floor, or across both, the effect is stunning. The range of
stones and colors makes for endless options.

random borders

> B5, B4, B3

Interlocking tile
Stone size > 0.5" - 1.5"
Tile surface > Cut and tumbled
Island Stone Random Borders are an incredibly versatile decor
item. Primarily designed for use with any ceramic or solid
stone tile, they also make an attractive feature when used with
contrasting colors or with other materials such as concrete, brick
and timber.
Note: stone tile edge is designed to match against edge
of any tile.

B5 >
3” x 12” Border

36 | Island Stone

B4 >
4” x 12” Border

B3 >
6” x 12” Border

Colors

LT >
Tan Limestone

MA >
Grey Marble

MB >
Beige Marble

MC >
Molten Marble

MX >
Tan Marble

MZ >
Black Basalt

QH >
Honey Quartz

QO >
Orange Quartz

QW >
White Quartz

RC >
Chocolate Marble

RG >
Green Marble

RW >
White Marble

MQ >
Beige Marble & Quartz Mix

MW >
Beige & Tan Marble mix

XB >
Beige & Grey Marble Mix

XX >
Marble & Quartz Megamix

QX >
Mixed Quartz

XA >
Grey Megamix

XD >
Grey Forest Mix

XH >
Honey Forest Mix

RZ >
White Onyx
Combos

MG >
Tan & Grey Marble Mix
Blends

FX >
Forest Marble Mix

XT >
Grey, White & Tan Mix
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38 | Marble
island stone
Grey
Large Random Tile > I5MA
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02 >

large random tile

> I5

Interlocking tile
18" x 18" x 0.5"
Stone size > 2" - 5"
Tile surface > Cut and tumbled
The Large Random tile is a more robust tile,
great for larger outdoor areas such as patios,
courtyards and pool surrounds. While having the
same interlocking properties as the standard size
Random tile, Large Random uses a variety of
larger sized stones to better fit the larger areas it
is designed to cover.
Once installed, you can't tell where one tile ends
and another begins. The effect is truly amazing!

Combos

MA >
Grey Marble

MB >
Beige Marble

Combos

MW >
Beige & Tan Marble mix

MX >
Tan Marble

MZ >
Black Basalt

RW >
White Marble

Blends

XX >
Marble & Quartz Megamix

FX >
Forest Marble Mix

XA >
Grey Megamix
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40 | Marble
Island Stone
Grey
Random Squares > RS3MA

02 >

random squares

> IB6

Interlocking tile
12" x 12" x 0.5"
Stone size > 1" - 2"
Tile surface > Cut and tumbled
Random Squares offer an endless variety of four sided
stones all tightly woven together as a mosaic tile. Each tile is
uniquely made up of individual stone rectangles and squares
of varying size and shape, hand placed in an interlocking
design. The resulting tile is both modern and playful yet
reflective of classic cobblestone designs.
Offered in a range of popular stone types and proven stone
combinations, Island Stone's flawless interlock design insure a
seamless surface once installed.
Random Squares are a versatile product equally appropriate
for smaller areas such as high profile kitchen backsplashes as
well as larger projects such as interior feature walls, exterior
patios and walkways and larger commercial installations.

Combos

MA >
Grey Marble

MB >
Beige Marble

MW >
Beige & Tan Marble

MX >
Tan Marble

> XF
French Mix Marble

XX >
Marble & Quartz Megamix
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42 | IslandRandom
Stone Lines > SR1MA01
Snowdrift

NEW
02 >

random lines

> SR1

Interlocking tile
11.8” x 11.8”
Tile surface > Honed Stone & glass
Random Lines magically combines tumbled shapes and natural
hues to bring subtle beauty to any surface. In this exclusive new
contemporary design, tiles are made from randomly cut stones
and are punctuated by a diverse range of recycled, iridescent
glass. Aligned in rows, Random Lines seamlessly interlocks to
create a surface both elegant and playful.

Colors

MA01 >
Snowdrift

MB01 >
Brown Sands

MX01 >
Blonde

MZ01 >
Afterglow
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44 | island
stone Slate V-Tile > CR2QC
Copper
Quartzitic

03 >

>

cladding
series
The Island Stone cladding series is a
range of solid stone tiles designed to
create stunning walls, inside or outside.
All tiles in this series are made from individual pieces of stone that are precision-cut and fitted
together to produce the most remarkable result.
Available in a range of different stones, colors and surfaces, the Cladding Series seeks to enhance
the natural beauty and drama of the raw material, and transform it into a design element for use
by those in search of something truly unique.
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04

01
03
02
01 >
02 >
03 >
04 >
05 >

46 | Island Stone

05

Silver Quartzitic Slate Strip > CS1QS
Himachal White Strip > CS1HW
Temple Lava V-Tile > CR7BL
Quartzitic Silver Rustic > CR1QS
Sandstone Mint V-Tile > CR2SM & CR4SM
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48 | Island
StoneSlate Strip > CS1QS
Silver
Quartzitic

03 >

strip

> CS1

Rectangle
1.9" x 11.8" x 0.4"
Tile surface > Split face/flamed
Exclusive to Island Stone, this innovative Strip cladding
is suited to both interior and exterior use. The tiles are
made of solid stone, with every stone having been handselected for its texture and color. The natural highlights
that this produces, create a truly amazing effect that
changes subtly with both natural and artificial lighting.

large strip

> CS2

Rectangle
2.5" x 15.8" x 0.4"
Tile surface > Split face
Large Strip cladding introduces a refreshing new design
element to your environment and is ideal for feature
walls, in particular. Like the original Strip, It can be
installed horizontally or vertically. Depending on the
effect you desire, it can be installed grout-free or with
traditional grout joints.

Colors

AKF >
Flecked Andesite (flamed) (CS1 Only)

HB >
Himachal Black

HW >
Himachal White

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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50 | Slate
IslandParallels
Stone > CL2GD
Gold

NEW
03 >

parallels

> CL2

Interlocking tile
6.8" x 11.4" x 0.5"
Stone size > 1.2" x 1.9"x 2.5"
Tile surface > Natural
Our new Parallels Cladding arranges varying widths
of natural-face stone strips in an offset pattern, creating
a natural and subtly distinctive surface.
The natural dynamic of the stone, with its slight variation
in thickness, make for a beautiful modern look reminding
one of a stone wall found in nature.
Parallels Cladding builds on the continuing success of our
Strip Cladding, yet is even easier to install in both interior
and exterior uses.

Colors

GD >
Gold Slate

HW >
Himachal White

BM >
Sutra Black

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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52
| Island
Stone
Grey
Andesite
Uniform > CL1AGC

03 >

uniform

> CL1

Interlocking Tile
5.0" x 15.4" x 0.4 - 0.8"
Stone size > 1.3" x 15.8"
Tile surface > Chipped/flamed
Uniform cladding is the newest format within our cladding line.
Exclusively created in conjunction with the introduction of our
new volcanic stone Andesite.
Andesite is unique lava stone recognizable by the powerful
crystals embedded in the fine volcanic rock. The diverse
personality of the stone lends itself to a wide range of finishes,
each offering a distinct appearance.
Utilizing our 4 piece interlocking format of linear strips with
our customized coarse finishes, Uniform cladding allows you
to create a surface that reflects the rugged nature of the stone.

Colors

AGC >
Grey Andesite (chipped)

AGX >
Andesite (chipped & flamed)

AKF >
Flecked Andesite (flamed)
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54 | IslandMint
Stone
Sandstone
Rustic> CR1SM

03 >

rustic

> CR1

Interlocking wedge pattern
4.0" x 24.0" x 0.4 - 0.8"
Stone size > 1.0" x 12.0"
Tile surface > Split face
Our original wedge design, Rustic cladding uses narrower
vtiles with a varying relief pattern to create a stunning feature
wall effect. Once in place, it literally looks like the stone has
been woven across your wall.
Rustic Cladding is made of solid stone with all the natural
variations in surface texture and color that this brings.
Its uneven surface, combined with the subtle color variations,
make it an ideal product to use as part of any wall or surface
that you want to receive extra special attention.
Rustic cladding can be laid either horizontally or vertically,
all with easy grout-free installation.

Colors

BM >
Sutra Black

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate

SA >
Sandstone Autumn

SG >
Sandstone Grey

SM >
Sandstone Mint
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56 | Island
Stone
Tropical
White
Rustic II > CR5WP

03 >

rustic II

> CR5

Interlocking wedge pattern
5.0" x 15.4" x 0.4 - 0.8"
Stone size > 1.3" x 15.8"
Tile surface > Honed/flamed
Rustic II cladding is distinguished by the natural textured
relief pattern created by the interlocking wedge shapes.
The new elegant length and self interlocking format offer
an additional new appeal to our exclusive rustic design.
Both the honed and flamed surface options, combined with
their respective, subtle color variations, make them ideal
products to use as part of any wall or surface that you want to
receive extra special attention.
The narrow tile pattern offers stacking arrangements both
horizontally or vertically, each creating a unique pattern and
stunning effect. Offering easy grout-free installation, rustic
cladding installations are often described as if stone has been
woven across a wall.

Colors

AKF >
Flecked Andesite (flamed)

BL >
Temple Lava

WP >
Tropical White
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58 | Island
Stone Slate VTile > CR2QC
Copper
Quartzitic

03 >

vtile

> CR2

Wedge
1.9" x 11.8" x 0.4" - 0.8"
Tile surface > Split face
Shaped like a wedge, the VTile is thin at one end and thick
at the other, providing a range of effects depending on how
the tile is laid. Several stunning design looks can be achieved
from just the one tile.
The VTile is possibly the most versatile of all our tile products.
Naturally visually dramatic, the smooth surface accentuates
the relief pattern of the wedge shape. VTile offers a wide
range of different approaches to arrangements. Each tile
offers subtle color highlights and a natural surface texture
that enhances its unique shape.

Colors

BM >
Sutra Black

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate

SA >
Sandstone Autumn

SG >
Sandstone Grey

SM >
Sandstone Mint
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60 | Island
Stone (Flamed) VTile II & Large VTile > CR4AKF & CR7AKF >
Flecked
Andesite

03 >

vtile II

> CR7

Wedge
2.0" x 15.4" x 0.4" - 0.8"
Tile surface > Honed/flamed
Our new, elegant VTile II is thin at one end and thick at the
other, adding a stunning three dimensional relief to a wall. A
recent addition to Island Stone's newest and most innovative
product range in the Cladding Series. The VTile is possibly
the most versatile of all our tile products. Naturally, visually
dramatic, the smooth surface accentuates the relief pattern
of the wedge shape.
The VTile II offers a wide range of different approaches to
arrangements. Each tile offers subtle color highlights and
a natural surface texture that enhances its unique shape.

Colors

AKF >
Flecked Andesite (flamed)

BL >
Temple Lava

WP >
Tropical White
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62 | Sandstone
Island StoneLarge VTile > CR4SM
Mint

03 >

large vtile

> CR4

Wedge
4.0" x 15.8" x 0.4" - 0.8"
( * 4.0" x 15.4" x 0.4" - 0.8" )
Tile surface > Split face/honed
The Large VTile is thin at one end and thick at the other.
Simply a bigger version of VTile, this shape allows the same
stunning three dimensional relief to be created in a larger
format. Island Stone's newest and most innovative product in
the Cladding Series.
The VTile is possibly the most versatile of all our tile products.
Naturally, visually dramatic, VTile offers a wide range of
different approaches to arrangements. Each tile offers subtle
color highlights and a surface texture that enhances its
unique shape.

Colors

AKF >
Flecked Andesite (flamed) (*)

BL >
Temple Lava (honed) (*)

BM >
Sutra Black

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

SA >
Sandstone Autumn

SG >
Sandstone Grey

SM >
Sandstone Mint

WP >
Tropical White (honed) (*)

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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64 | Island
Stone Slate Slat Tile > CT2QC
Copper
Quartzitic

03 >

slat tile

> CT2

Interlocking wedge pattern
2.0" x 12.0" x 0.4 - 0.8"
Tile surface > honed
Inspired by the innovative look and relief
achieved with Island Stone's original VTile
wedge, the Slat Tile offers an angle cut across
the short width.
The result is a versatile product that allows for
a wide range of looks. Wave or stacked lay ups,
various offset, or combinations with our VTile
wedges, create astounding arrangements and
mesmerizing surfaces with the newest addition
to our exclusive cladding series.

Colors

JB >
Hitam Black

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate

WP >
Tropical White
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Custom Linear Glass Design > BG1

04 >

>

glass
series
As a complement to our unique and
expanding range of natural stone tiles,
Island Stone has introduced our glass series
- a range of products that are equal to the
stone in their design appeal and innovation.
In adding the glass range, it was important for us to maintain the close link to nature that is so prevalent with
our stone tiles. All Island Stone glass tiles are produced to exact specifications with a natural tumbled finish
and in colors that reflect the subtle hues that can be found in natural environments.
The Glass Series is an exciting category with endless potential for further innovation. Another one to watch!
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01

03
02
04

01 >
02 >
03 >
04 >
05 >

05

Cement Waveline > BG4CEME
Pure Silk & Breeze Beach Glass Tile > R2PURE & R2BREE
Beach Glass Combination > S1& R2
Smoke Linear Beach Glass Tile > BG1SMOKE
Reed Boulevard Beach Glass Tile > BG5REED
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Colors

Citrus

Estuary

Mango

Guava

Coral

Lagoon

Spa

Spring

Sky

Fresh

Smoke

Horizon

Reed

Seagrass

Moss

Frangipani

Mist

Soapstone

Cement

Sand

Pure Silk

Stratos

Breeze

Dusk

Ebony

Note: Please refer to the product directory for colors held in stock & for ordering non-stock colors.

70 | Island Stone

04 >

beach tile square

>S1

4.0” x 4.0” x 0.3”
9.0 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Textured
Beach Tile offers our unique texture, reflective of sand washed beach glass, a subtle
color range, and a ravishing interplay of different finishes, depths and shapes.
Additionally, we offer a technologically advanced, opaque backing (ordinary glass
tiles are translucent), ensuring unchanged, pristine colors after an easier, faster
installation. It means our glass tiles are installed just like ceramic tiles.
The result is an exciting interaction of light – where surface, color, line and texture
combine in unmistakable sophistication

beach tile rectangle

> R2

8.0” x 4.0” x 0.3”
4.5 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Textured

glass trims

TR1 >
Pencil bar (frosted)
0.8” x 8.0”

> TR1, TR4, TR5

TR4 >
External right angle (textured)
0.1” x 0.1” x 8.0” x 0.3”

TR5 >
Internal quarter round (textured)
1.6” x 8.0” x 0.3”
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72 | Island
Stone
Breeze
Strand
> R3BREEZE

04 >

strand

> R3

3.6” x 12.1” x 0.3”
3.3 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Textured
The dramatic appeal created by this retro-chic
shape can be attributed to the recognizable
nature of the long rectangle combined with our
inimitable texture and inspired color pallet.
From stacking vertically to create a modern look
to offsetting for a more classically recognized
surface, Strand's linear form offers a wealth
of design opportunities sure to capture the
imagination of the most discerning designers.

Colors

Breeze

Cement

Estuary

Frangipani

Pure Silk

Reed
Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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74 | Island
Smoke
LinearStone
> BG1SMOKE

04 >

linear

> BG1

10.4” x 12.4” x 0.2”
1.1 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Textured
Inspired by the unique beauty of glass tumbled by the sea,
Linear tile combines varying width of glass with Island Stone's
interlocking concept to produce a unique and stunning effect
for any feature wall.
The contemporary style created from the interlocking tiles is
enhanced by the unique color and texture of the glass.

Colors

Breeze

Cement

Frangipani

Sand

Seagrass

Smoke

Pure Silk

Reed

Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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76 | Island
Guava
Waveline
Stone> BG4GUAV

04 >

waveline

> BG4

12.4” x 12.7” x 0.3”
0.9 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Subtle relief with matte surface
Waveline steps away from the common 90 degree nature of
tiles to offer a unique look to a glass surface. When placed
together the angled, frosted shapes create a wave pattern that
can be placed horizontally or vertically to reflect the flowing
feel of water.

Colors

Breeze

Cement

Seagrass

Smoke

Frangipani

Guava

Reed

Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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78 | Island
Seagrass
Boulevard
Stone > BG5SEAG

04 >

boulevard

> BG5

10.5” x 12.4” x 0.2”
1.1 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Textured & gloss
Boulevard's bold textured rectangular glass tiles are
punctuated by thin glossy strips to create a stunning
juxtaposition of shape, size and surface.
Subtle yet stunning, Boulevard's interlocking pattern results
in a sophisticated modern surface while maintaining the
vintage appeal of timeless tile design.

Colors

Breeze

Cement

Seagrass

Smoke

Frangipani

Guava

Reed

Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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80 | Island
Stratos
Artifact
Stone
> BG6STRA

04 >

artifact

> BG6

11.8” x 11.0” x 0.3”
1.1 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Matte
Artifact offers a unique look to a glass surface combining the
appearance of smaller random shapes with carefully chosen
natural colors and the subtle matte surface. The mesh backed
tile creates a design that appears as if each small tile was
custom created to perfectly fit together.
Use this unprecedented tile design to create environments
that looks as if hand placed by the most talented craftsmen.

Colors

Estuary

Pure Silk

Seagrass

Smoke

Stratos

Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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82 | Island
Reed
ClassicStone
> BG7REED

04 >

classic

> BG7

11.8” x 11.8” x 0.3”
1.0 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Textured
Utilizing a selection of our unique color pallet with our
inimitable surface texture, we offer a unique twist to classic
mosaic squares.
This playful 2" square mosaic design offers a personalized
modern appearance while maintaining the original appeal that
has made the Classic format a standard in glass tile design.
A good choice to utilize on its own, or in conjunction with
larger format beach tiles to create a recognizable look that has
stood the test of time.

Colors

Breeze

Cement

Estuary

Frangipani

Reed

Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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84 | Island
Estuary
Streamline
Stone > BG8ESTU

04 >

streamline

> BG8

12” x 11.8” x 0.2”
1.0 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Textured
Our modern take on the classically inspired design.
Streamline takes the directional appeal of long rectangular
shape and shrinks them down to fit in a mosaic pattern with
33% offset between rows.
The soft color pallet and unique personality of our beach
glass texture subtly tones down the powerful geometry of the
design to create an inspiring look. A great option for creating
a appealing design in both small and large areas alike.

Colors

Breeze

Cement

Estuary

Frangipani

Reed

Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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Stratos
86 | Island
Waveline
StoneMini > BG9STRA

04 >

waveline mini

> BG9

11.1” x 11.8” x 0.2”
1.1 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Matte
Like its larger sibling, Waveline Mini’s individual tapered
shapes interact to create a design that reflects the natural
pattern of ripples on the surface of water.
A distinctive look, Waveline Mini has a playful appeal that is
a perfect choice for bringing a stylish, personable look to a
design.

Colors

Fresh

Sand

Stratos

Pure Silk

Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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Pure
88 | Silk
Island
Plaza
Stone
> BG10PURE

NEW
04 >

plaza

> BG10

Interlocking tile
18.8” x 18.8” x 0.3”
Tile surface > Matte
The new Plaza captivates your attention with a
classy, understated appeal. It softens edges and
brings a playful personality to arranged lines of
squares and rectangles.
In the ongoing quest for an original look, we
often forget the powerful appeal of subtle
refinement — which is captured with Plaza.

Colors

Cement

Pure Silk

Spring

Stratos

Sand

Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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90
Lagoon
| Island
Palms
Stone
> BG11LAGO

NEW
04 >

palms

> BG11

12.0” x 9.0” x 0.3“
1.25 pieces/sqft
Tile surface > Matte
The Palms takes the bold chevron motif in an original
direction through combining the patterns powerful
angles with the fluid wedge designs of our popular
Waveline format.
Breaking out beyond the classic zig zag design, the
Palms creates a mesmerizing modern pattern that will
bring any surface to life.

Colors

Lagoon

Spring k

Sand

Smoke

l

Stratos

Note: To order non-stocked colors, please see directions for custom ordering on page 109.
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92
| island
Island
stone
Stone Slate Stack Tile > MS1QC
Copper
Quartzitic

05 >

>

mosaic
series
The Island Stone mosaic series is a collection
of tile designs where smaller pieces of
precision-cut stone have been glued to
a mesh backing to create a single tile.
Whether the stone has been cut into squares or strips, laid flat or has some relief - the effect is stunning!
All the natural color and texture elements of the stone come to the forefront in this series, with a range
of designs to enhance any living space.
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94 | Island Stone

01
02

01 >
02 >
03 >
04 >
05 >

04
03
05

Copper Quartzitic Slate Linear Interlock > ML1QC
Copper Quartzitic Slate Wave Tile > MW1QC
Silver Quartzitic Slate Classic Mosaic Square > M48QS
Silver Quartzitic Slate Stack Tile > MS1QS
Avant Copper Earth > M22QC13S
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96 | Island
Copper
Quartzitic
Stone Slate Classic Mosaic Square > M48QC

05 >

classic squares I

classic squares II

> M30

> M48

12" x 12" x 0.5"
Stone size > 1" x 1"
Tile surface > Honed

12" x 12" x 0.5"
Stone size > 2" x 2"
Tile surface > Honed

Island Stone Classic Squares bring you more decor enhancement
opportunities than ever before. These solid stone tiles have been quarried,
honed and tumbled to bring out their natural tonings and textures.

Like many tiles in the Island Stone range, the Classic Squares can be used
to amazing effect in conjunction with other Island Stone products, or they
look fabulous on their own. Simply a classic and timeless tile!

Blends

Colors

AGH >
Grey Andesite (honed) (M48)

FB >
Forest Marble Brown

FG >
Forest Marble Green

FX >
Forest Marble Mix

S10 >
Blend: QC, MB, MX

HB >
Himachal Black (split face)

HG >
Himachal Green

HW >
Himachal White (split face)

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

B10 >
Blend: QS, AG, HW, HB

Island Stone offer unmatched capability in working with customer on building custom blends.
For more information see page 119 for additional information on Island Stone custom order capabilities.
QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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98 | Island
Silver
Night Stone
Avant > M22QS09S

NEW
04 >

avant

> M22

12” x 12” x 0.3”
Piece size > 1.8” x 0.9”
Tile Surface > Honed stone & crinkled glass

The distinctive hues of our most popular
natural stones are punctuated by rich
translucent glass in a mosaic of rectangles in
our new Avant tile.
This offering is the perfect blend of classic
elegance and contemporary arrangement, sure
to inspire the most discerning designer.

Colors

AX14S
Andesite Night

QC13S
Copper Earth

QS09S
Silver Night

BM03S
Sutra Stars

HW01S
White Ocean
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100 | Quartzitic
Silver
Island Stone
Slate Linear Interlock > ML1QS

04 >

linear interlock

> ML1

Interlocking tile
11" x 12.75" x 0.5"
Stone size > 75"/1"/2" strips
Tile surface > Honed
A unique variation in the Mosaic Series is the Linear Interlock.
This innovative tile uses varying widths of natural stone
strips formatted on a mesh backing into a single tile. The tiles
are interlocking, creating an amazing effect, whether laid
vertically or horizontally.

Colors

AGH >
Grey Andesite (honed)

FB >
Forest Marble Brown

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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102 | Quartzitic
Silver
Island Stone
Linear Interlock II > ML2QS

NEW
04 >

plank interlock

> ML2

Interlocking tile
15.4" x 7.1"
Tile surface > Honed
Plank Interlock makes a powerful design statement
by combining large, bold rectangles with small
accents of vertical strips, making it ideal for
both commercial and residential settings.
This easy to install tile creates a distinctly
modern surface perfect for large-format
mosaic arrangements.

Colors

QS >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

TC >
Travertine Beige
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104 | Quartzitic
Silver
Island Stone
Slate Edge Tile > ME1QS

04 >

edge tile

> ME1

Interlocking tile
12" x 8" x 0.6"
Strip size > 12" x 1.5" x 0.6"
Tile surface > Cut
The Edge is a completely new look made by taking the
unusual step of slicing up blocks of natural stone from
the side. The “cross-grain” cut strips of stone are carefully
placed into an interlocking pattern with the smooth face
exposed, thus allowing the original rough surface to
outline each individual piece. Distinctively different from
other mosaics, the Edge creates an environment that is
both playful and exotic.

Colors

GS >
Bromo Grey

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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Silver Quartzitic Slate Wave Tile > MW1QS

05 >

wave tile

> MW1

Interlocking tile
11.3" x 7.5" x 0.6"
Stone size > 1.9" x 1.9"
Tile surface > Honed
The Wave Tile uses a wedge-shaped tile to create a unique
wave effect, adding another dimension to the way in which
the light catches and enhances the color and texture
variations of the natural stone.
Use to create a feature wall, a high impact splashback or
an entrance that defines your home, hotel foyer or retail
showroom. Also ideal for water features, the appearance
of water spilling gently over a Wave Tile wall is something
spectacular!

Colors

FB >
Forest Marble Brown

HB >
Himachal Black

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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108
Island Stone
Silver| Quartzitic
Slate Stack Tile > MS1QS

05 >

stack tile

> MS1

Interlocking tile
11.3" x 7.5" x 0.6"
Stone size > 1.9" x 1.9"
Tile surface > Honed
The Stack Tile uses a wedge-shaped tile to create a unique
step effect that enhances the way in which the light plays
on the natural tones and highlights of the stone, lending
a dramatic effect to any feature wall, splashback, entranceway
or water feature.
The Stack Tile can be laid vertically or horizontally,
depending on the desired effect and the nature of
the location

Colors

FB >
Forest Marble Brown

HB >
Himachal Black (split face)

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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110 |Andesite
Grey
island stone
(honed) Solid Rectangle > T63AGH

06 >

>

solid stone
series
With the infrastructure to source the
natural raw material and the factories
to refine it into virtually any form of
finished product, Island Stone offers
our solid stone series.
In this series we present the stone in close to its natural state and let you decide how best
to feature it. Whether it's the contemporary appeal of our rectangles or the understated
elegance of squares, the natural beauty of the stone speaks for itself, and in doing so lends
itself to a wide range of design applications.
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02
01

01 >
02 >
03 >
04 >
05 >

112 | Island Stone

03

04

05

Copper Quartzitic Slate Solid Square > T3QC
Copper Quartzitic Slate Solid Square > T3QC
Forest Marble Green Solid Square > T3FG
Grey Andesite (honed) Solid Rectangle > T63AGH
Silver Quartzitic Slate Solid Square > T3QS
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114 | Quartzitic
Silver
Island Stone
Slate Solid Square > T3QS

06 >

solid square

> T3

12.0" x 12.0" x 0.5"
Tile surface > Honed/split face
Indoors or outdoors, Island Stone's range of Solid Square tiles will
make a truly individual design statement in any living space.
This range consists of tiles that are specifically chosen for colors
and designs that reflect the warm, subtle shades of nature. They
can be used to create a dramatic effect in a number of situations,
whether as a feature wall, inlaid into a floor, bar or kitchen
benchtop, or as a wall and/or floor tile for the most luxurious of
showers.
Precision manufactured to the highest standards, these tiles
are ideal for larger areas. They can be used in conjunction with
a variety of other Island Stone products, such as random tiles,
mosaics and borders, to create some wonderful design effects.

Colors

FB >
Forest Marble Brown

FG >
Forest Marble Green

HB >
Himachal Black (split face)

HW >
Himachal White (split face)

QC >
Copper Quartzitic Slate

QS >
Silver Quartzitic Slate
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116
Grey | Andesite
Island Stone
(honed) Solid Squares > T4AGH

06 >

solid rectangle

> T63

12” x 24" x 0.5"
Tile surface > Flamed/honed
Andesite, an exclusive new material to the Island Stone line is a perfect
choice for bringing new life to the ubiquitous Solid Rectangle.
The distinctive appearance of dark stone embedded in the fine volcanic
rock make Andesite an exceptional choice for both walls and floors.
Customizable through various offsetting options and the combination of
different surface finishes, solid Andesite stone is an enviable material for
covering large area, both on its own or in conjunction with other Island
Stone tiles or claddings.

large solid square

> T4

16” x 16” x 0.5"
Tile surface > flamed/honed
Our new shape of solid stone reflects the demand for contemporary
formats offered in our unique, modern natural stones.

Colors

AGF >
Grey Andesite (flamed)

AGH >
Grey Andesite (honed)
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118 | island
Pebble
Mosaic
stone
Rug

07 >

>

additional
products
and services
At Island Stone we are excited to not only
offer an exceptional line of designs, but
also to be creative and versatile enough
to be able to work with you on projects
of any size and scope.
Whether it is an idea or established project, a year from now or tomorrow, we look forward to working
with you to include our premier products into your designs.
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120 | Island
Custom
Pebble
Stone
Mosaic Floor

07 >

additional products
Pebble Rugs
Offered in eye catching designs, Island Stone offers a range of different sizes of
rectangular and circular pebble rugs built from sections of interlocking tile. Sizes
run from 39” rounds to 4’x 6’ rectangles.
For our full range see our website www.islandstone.com.

Loose Pebble
All our pebbles are available loose in bags. Certain popular stone types are stocked
domestically, others require ordering from our international headquarters.

website: islandstone.com
We welcome you to our website, home to a wealth of additional information related to Island Stone.
Portfolios > A wide range of product specific installations designed to inspire your next project.
Products > Our online catalog showing all products along with additional information and recommendations.
Resources > Technical specifications, installation instructions, product care information and fact sheets. Offered as downloadable and printable PDFs for use wherever you are.
News > New product releases, our Island Stone blog and updated news on everything we are doing in the worlds of tile and design.
Dealer resource > Password protected area with information specific to our authorized dealers. Check available inventory online, advanced viewing of new products, etc.
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122 | Island
Custom
Colour
Stone
Linear Glass Blend > BG1

07 >

a commitment
to custom
design
Through owning our facilities, Island Stone offers
a unique factory direct relationship allowing us to
offer virtually unlimited capabilities in building
customized or original designs within the scope
of our product offerings.
In a market defined by new and original designs,
Island Stone offers you the opportunity to be
a step ahead of the competition.
In addition to the production side, our team
can help turn ideas and aspirations into realized
products, all with the same quality as our stocked
materials and all within a competitive time line.

Our customization capabilities include, but are not limited to:
> Creating original blends of varying color and materials.

> Sourcing and/or developing color pallets for stone and/or glass products.

> Customizing shapes and sizes of stocked materials.

> Multi-piece patterned mosaics for specialty installations.

If you have any potential products or are interested in learning
more about Island Stone’s ability to cater to your design,
contact us to discuss your project scope and time line.
Contact Island Stone at 1800 371 0001 or email sales@islandstone.com
For more information on how Island Stone can enhance your next project visit www.islandstone.com
Note: Pricing based on project. A minimum order size may be required.
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the most exciting tiles and claddings in the world™

For further information or your nearest supplier, please visit:

islandstone.com
Note: While every effort has been made to capture a true likeness to color, color samples and photographs seen in this publication may not be an exact color match of product.
All images © Island Stone International Ltd, 2012. | © Island Stone International Ltd, 2012. All rights reserved.
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